RULE FOR ORGANIZING CLINICAL TEACHING FOR STUDENTS

Article 1

This Rule regulates the criteria and process for organizing clinical teaching.

Article 2

The University is obliged to allocate 10% from obligatory subjects and 10% from elective subjects of all study programs from every academic year for clinical teaching.

The Faculty Teaching-Scientific Council decides in which subjects clinical teaching will take place as part of the course syllabus, determines the schedule for the delivery of this teaching and the other organizational aspects for implementation of the curricula balance determined in paragraph 1 of this Article.

Article 3

Clinical teaching will be performed by distinguished practice experts in the relevant area.

Article 4

The decision for who is a distinguished practice expert for delivering clinical teaching is made by a Commission formed by the Faculty Teaching-Scientific Council based of the following criteria;

- At least University diploma;
- At least 10 years working experience in the relevant area;
- To be a distinguished expert in the relevant area and to have achievements in the practical application of scientific knowledge in the given area.

Article 5
Clinical teaching will be implemented through relevant study programs with criteria as defined with this Rule.

Article 6

This Rule comes into force on 01.09. 2011.